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Image with size (usually) too large: should I just chuck it?
I have a bunch of images in my app that are usually too

large (1024x1024 or 2048x2048). They are actually
stored at 512x512, but being too large they don't fit the
screen, thus taking up too much space on the devices

memory. I can't just chuck the large images into a folder
called LargeImages, since that would just be duplicating
the problem. Right now, the device memory is getting

overloaded. Is there a way to make the OS (or the
package, Android I guess) recognise that these images

are too big, and don't get stored at the given resolution?
A: The only thing that I can think of is to add the

BitmapFactory.Options.inJustDecodeBounds=true flag in
your BitmapFactory.decodeFile method. Then you'll get
back a Bitmap. You'll have to use it's dimensions, as I
think the top and left values are not updated on any

resize you do on the Bitmap. The other alternative is to
do this in your custom subclass of Bitmap and override

the dispatchDraw method and check there if the
width/height match your desired size. A: I do something

like this if the image file is not too big (max around 2Mb).
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I load the bitmap twice. Once at the right size and then
scale the image up. If the size you want to load the image

at is too big, I can tell you that it will leave your
application in a really bad state for the rest of the app's
lifetime. It's like closing the door to the room but leaving

the hallways and stairs open. The OS has to keep the
"memory" in the application to be able to destroy it when
the user closes the app. So, at some point, the OS will not

be able to
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